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The Samsung OMN-D Series (ultra-high-brightness dis-
plays) are specifically designed to be used in bright sunlight, 
like you find it in shop windows.

Today modern shopping centers and also shop windows are 
small worlds of experience, which are visually upgraded with 
video- or animation-based promotional content.

The Floorstand OM46N-D is a stand system designed spe-
cifically for these thin 46“ screens of the innovative digital 
signage series.

The stand system can be positioned free, anywhere in the 
room. 

The required space the base plate needs is W 891 x  
D 500 mm. It can be positioned close to the window due to 
the small depth. 

The cable routing takes place within the frame and the two 
columns. This ensures a clean cable management.

The bracket is black and finished with a scratch and impact 
resistant powder coating. 

A version for direct floor mounting is also available. 
Floormount OM46N-D (Item No.: 1917)

Floorstand OM46N-D  
Stand system specifically for Samsung OM46N-D  

Item No.: 1901

Non-tilting base plate

Cable management within the frame and the columns

Scratch resistant powder-coating
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Floorstand OM46N-D  
Stand system specifically for Samsung OM46N-D  

Item No.: 1901

	 Stand system especially for Samsung OM46N-D 

	 Total height: 2103 mm 

	 Dimensions (Frame): H 1119 x W 697 x D 80 mm 

	 required floorspace: B 891 x T 500 mm

	 35 kg max. load 

	 internal cable routing 

	 flexible positioning in the room 

	 scratch-resistant powder coating 

	 Colour: black 

	 Level control with adjusting screws 

	 On request also available in desired height
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